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Few green shoots;

Clean technology
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clean-technology stocks suffer in
downturn
O Shares in Australia's clean_technology
sector performed miserably in
the

September quarter, suffering the
affects
of the debt crisis, low commodiry
prices
and,repeated delays in putting
in ilace
the legislation rhat wili govern
rhe
forthcoming emissions trading
scheme.
The ACT CleanTech Index oi
Z6
publicly listed companies has
risen
byjust 1.3 per cenr compared with
a
22.3 per cent increase by companies
in the S&p/ASX 200.
A catastrophic performance by
,.
big waste companies Sims Metal
Management and Transpacific
Industries. , with a combined fall
of
10.3 per cent, dragged the
sector down.
But even without these two
bad apples, the overall growth
of
B per cent across all other sectors

- environmental services, geothermal,
efficiency/storage,/fu el celis, watet
biofuels, wind and solar _ was
a

fraction ofthe 22.1 per cent rise
in the S&P/ASX Small Ords index,
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arguably

a

more direct comparison

with clean-tech stocks.

The large industrial concerns
that are the customers of the
clean-tech companies have been
shepherding cash during the global

financial crisis.with environmental
managers reporting that green
projects are on hold, the managing
director of Australian CleanTech,
John O'Brien, says.
Solar-energy companies, which grew
byjust 7.4 per cent for rhe quarrer,

,

-

struggled during a lull in federal
government subsidies for solar panels,
O'Brien says. although a more modest
subsidy scheme has been restored.
The best-performing stock was
Ceramics Fuel Cells. The company
has continued to lose tens of
millions
of dollars annually. However, its
rev_enue nearly tripled in the period
to June 30 with a big increase
in
sales in Europe.
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